Calendar/Events

**Tuesday** - Assembly hosted by 3/4F

**Wednesday**: Everyone can wear CRAZY socks and donate a gold coin for Soctober.

**Just a thought**

There is no one from whom a teacher of God cannot learn so there is no one whom he cannot teach.

**Health Spot!**

Show and Tell: Literacy: Exposition - Write down your arguments for or against the topic of: Should children eat vegetables? Yes or no? & why?

Spelling: Homophones


SOCK IT TO POVERTY DAYS - St Leonard’s is needs to raise $824 to install a water pump at a school in Madagascar. Please help by sending in money donations of any amount.

Thank you! All Children will be asked to wear CRAZY/ Colourful socks for the next 3 Wednesdays along with a gold coin donation to support SOCK IT TO POVERTY.

Readers: They are back in the computer pod and are available for borrowing again.